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MEET THE DUO
SHIFTING THE
CONVERSATION
ABOUT WOMEN
WHO’VE BEEN
PRISONERS
By CAYLEIGH BRIGHT
Starting Beyond Bars was something of a no-brainer for
Stephanie Simbo. After all, she’d given her word that she
would. When she was a child, her brother had gone to jail,
and following his release she’d seen first-hand the effects of
not being able to rebuild a life, thanks to the stigma attached
to ex-prisoners. He couldn’t find a job, felt frustrated by a lack
of options, and soon became depressed. ‘I was 10 and I made
a pinky promise with him, and I was like, “You know what?
We’re gonna open something, someday, to help ex-inmates
like you.”’
Years later, it became a little clearer to her what form that
‘something’ would take when she met Marine Durand while
the two were working towards their MBAs. Marine’s skills set
lies in diverse areas of the hospitality industry. Having opened
restaurants and bars, founded a cold-pressed juice brand and
managed a catering company, she’s got a passion for employee
and customer experience – and a drive to improve what can
be a cold, demanding and even inhumane industry. Stephanie
combines the knowledge gained while attaining her MBA with
experience in activism and her time as a bartender (and the
co-author of a successful book on the subject) to organise for a
cause that’s long been close to her heart.

On a visit to Cape Town, Stephanie observed that the tourism
industry was booming and that there was a demand for skilled
workers in the field of hospitality. At the same time, she also
became aware of South Africa’s high levels of crime, and that
‘the reoffending rate is outrageous – nine people out of 10 will
go back to prison, because most
of the time they can’t get a job’.
She saw her idea as the junction
of those needs, and South Africa
became the birthplace of Beyond
Bars. Starting an organisation
in Cape Town with none of the
connections integral to many a
new business’s success, Marine
a nd Steph a n ie h ad to put
their minds to maximising the
connections that they did have –
primarily Stephanie’s supportive
colleagues in t he worldwide
network of bartenders. Then, it
was time to get talking. ‘We go
with our gut a lot,’ says Marine.
If the two get a good feeling from
a restaurant they visit or a coffee
shop where they set up office for
the day, they consider whether it’s
somewhere that they would like to
work. If the answer is ‘yes’, then
it’s time to introduce themselves
to the people in charge and tell
them about what Beyond Bars
has to offer.
The hospitality industry was a natural choice for the
organisation because of the way it rewards hard work –
qualifications matter less than a dedication to getting the
job done. Another practical consideration is the fact that the
hospitality industry – which continues to grow exponentially in
SA – will always need staff. In essence, the women who’ve been
trained with Beyond Bars are appealing as employees because
of the well-rounded education they’ve already received. The old
saying that goes, ‘Give a man a fish, and you feed him for a day.
Teach a man to fish, and you feed him for a lifetime’ is relevant
here. In a modern society, however, just having a skill – be it
fishing, bartending or brewing the perfect cup of coffee – is
not always enough to make a good living and look after oneself.
For Marine and Stephanie, giving their trainees a command of
the tasks that their jobs might entail is just the beginning. Next
come basic maths skills – essential for dealing with money – and
what many of us would find most difficult about the hospitality
industry: dealing with people. South Africa may be known
for beautiful tourist attractions, luxury accommodation made
relatively affordable for visitors by the exchange rate, and some
of the best food and wine in the world, but service is notoriously
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‘The biggest
goal is to
decarcerate
South Africa’s
entire female
prison population’

bad. This comes down
to a lack of training,
and understanding. ‘We
teach technical skills:
how to pour beer, how to
serve a coffee,’ explains
Mar ine. ‘But at t he
same time, we decided
to go the extra mile and
teach soft skills, like
a n ger m a n a gement .
Not a lot of people are
being taught at school how to control their emotions. We teach
nutrition, and we have yoga classes, because at the end of the
day, you have only one body.’
While enrolled in the programme, students are also placed in
internships around the city to gain the experience that’s crucial
to learning to apply their new knowledge. ‘It’s really important
to have the knowledge, of course, but if you don’t have the
practice, it’s useless,’ says Marine.
With so many people unemployed in SA, how did Beyond
Bars find its focus – and how does it choose candidates? The
reason for choosing to work with female prisoners is two-fold.
First, this is a group in which the organisation could make a
significant difference relatively quickly. Asked about their
plans for the future, Marine and Stephanie are unashamedly
ambitious. ‘The big picture is to redistribute the cards in
terms of the justice system,’ says Stephanie. ‘We believe in a
restorative justice system – where prison doesn’t make sense.
So, the idea would be to become a Technical and Vocational
Training (TVET) centre for women in South Africa, teaching
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them about many industries
and, at the end, offering them
jobs. The biggest goal is to
decarcerate South Africa’s entire
female prison population.’
If you’re still unconvinced
that this would be doable, the
duo have a real-life example
to inspire their vision: that
of Finland, which, over the
past few decades, has turned
around what was once a dire
rate of re-offending, by turning
to a more restorative justice
system. Stephanie explains,
‘They decided to go towards a
more restorative justice system
and now they have an entire
prison populat ion of about
4 000 people behind bars. That’s
one of the lowest incarceration
rates in the world. Because they
changed stuff. They changed
t he educat ion system, t hey
invested in youth, they invested
in healt h, t hey invested in
employment. Our government
needs to start asking the right questions: why does it have a
R26 billion budget for education, versus a R44 billion budget
for defence – where are its priorities?’
To ensure that their new jobs give the former trainees what
they need to start a new life, the organisation facilitates the
employment process. ‘We need to make people understand
that if you have skilled employees, they need to pay them a
fair salary,’ says Marine, explaining that she’s encountered
prospective employers who were excited at the idea of placing
Beyond Bars’ trainees, but have wanted to pay them around
R4 000 per month for jobs that have involved working
12-hour days. ‘At that salary,’ says Stephanie, ‘you are not
living, you are surviving. And surviving is not sustainable.’
If the hospitality industry plans to take itself seriously and
make the most of tourism that will continue to grow in the
coming years, the pair advises that employers learn to invest
in the employees whose interactions with customers make all
the difference to their success. Beyond Bars makes use of a
Memorandum of Understanding with its partner-employers
to ensure a win-win situation.
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